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This 2-wire, 24VAC spring 
return damper motor is used 
on spring return dampers 
and can replace spring return 
actuators, as well as MSR, 
RDM, RDMH and older  
Trol-A-Temp™ models. Snap 
on/off cover makes it easy 
to enclose damper motor  
connections. It is virtually  
silent when the spring returns 
to normal position.  

Designed for use with 
ZONEFIRST’s plug-in zoning 
panels and dampers, the MP12 
features dual RJ11 jacks for 
easy, multiple damper wiring. 
Up to 10 damper motors can 
be wired together for one zone. 
Features plug-in wiring, LED 
that lights green for open and 
red for closed and adjustable 
minimum position. 

MODEL MSS
SPRING RETURN
MOTOR

MODEL MP12M
PLUG-IN
DAMPER MOTOR

The Model CD Control Dampers are the standard 
square/rectangular parallel and round single-blade 
dampers, and do not feature a motor. 

Both have a 4-foot by 1/2-inch shaft extension for 
mounting many common direct coupled actuators or 
motor linkage arms. 

Rectangle dampers are ordered as two-digit width and 
height for insertion into the small side of a duct, or 
height by width into longer duct side. Round dampers 
are order by two-digit duct diameter, up to 20 inches. 

MODEL CD - CONTROL DAMPERS
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Our manual balancing dampers are sometimes used with 
barometric by-pass dampers to add pressure to the duct 
system and control the level of by-pass air. Often, when 
the by-pass is ducted into the return at the plenum, too 
much air is by-passed through a barometric damper. This 
can starve longer duct runs for air and cause the ZPS to 
activate; cutting off the HVAC. The MBD adds pressure 
to ensure that proper air flow reaches far away zones and 
only excess air is by-passed. The MBD is referred to as a 
“hand damper” in the ACCA’s New Manual Zr for zoning.

MODEL MD - MANUAL BALANCE DAMPERS

The MDM is a 3-wire, 24VAC, 
power open-close damper 
motor with red and green 
LED lights, to indicate the 
damper motor’s position, and  
adjustable range stops for min 
and max positions. Used with 
ZDSM, ZDBM, RDM, RTM 
and RRM dampers.  

The MST is the replacement 
motor for all current 
AOBD-style dampers, as 
well as for old Trol-A-Temp™ 
dampers, registers and  
diffusers. The 24VAC  
motor is a power open-close 
damper motor and has 
built-in end switches.  

MODEL MDM
POWER OPEN- 
CLOSED MOTOR

MODEL MST
AOBD 
REPLACEMENT
MOTOR


